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. THERMODYNAMICS OF ~IBLE PROCJiSSES: 

THE EXPER:rMi::NTAL VERIFICATI~N OF THE. ONSAGER. RECIPROCAL RELATIOBS1 

. Donald G. Miller 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California 

L1 vermore, California 

July 30, 1959 

I. · Introduction 

In the last _twenty years ti. thermoeynamic ~ory of irreversible 

processes (TIP) bas been vigorously· developed. which, Unlike ·1ts ·classical · 
. . .. 

forebear, has been able ·to treat irreversible phenomena in a detailed·W&¥· 

The·preaent macroscopic form of the theory (32, 45, 46, 61, 63, 65,. 

112, 113, 114, 125, 126, 130, ·132) was s\iggested primarily-by .the 

statist1cal-mechan1cal.1nvestiga.tions of ·Onsager (125, 126). However 

the necessary concepts; such as entropy production, "linear laws, and 

symmetry of cqefticients' are based wholly on experiment' and some were . 

known long ago. F9r eXS~Qple in the case of h~t ~onduction 1n solids, 

the entropy production Was known at least as early as 1887 (8), the 

linear laws as early as 1811 (551 _56)~ and the ·symmetry of coefficients 

was -~uggested ~ 1851· .(148) and first shown experimentally 1n 1893 (143, 

144). If these notions bad been. generalized_and applied to_ other 

phenOm.ena, the theory might well have appeared outright 1n· macroscopic 

form. ny historieai accident tbe tnterrelation of these notions was not 

recognized until statistical mecbanic_e showed ·the 'WB:9'. In this review 

we. shall consider only the macroscopic. theory', leaving aside. all 

statistical considerations • 

l.rtus \rork was performed under the auspice~ of -the U. S. Atomic 

Energy Commission. 
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The TIP has heen very succ~ssful. 1n treating ~- sorts of· 

irreversible phenomena •. In some cases, like thermoelectricity and 

electrical transferen_ce in solutions, equations originally derived by 

admittedly incorrect means have been put on a rational basis. Never

theless despite the theory's success, there m some (5, 6) who ·. 

felt that it wae not adequately verified by experiment. Most of the 
. has been · · . 
controversy 1 concerned with the validity of the most important 

consequence of the formalism, the Onsager Reciprocal Relations. The 
. ' . . 

purpose of this review is to collect the presently available experimental 

data for ·a Variety ·of quite different irreversible phenomena and to __ show 

.that this evidence does indeed verify the Onse.ger Reciprocal Relat.1ons. 

Some of the data have been in the literattire for years, and ·part of it 

was originally obtained to verify lese general or incorrect theories. 

Thermoelectricity, electrokinetics, transference in electr6lyt1c solutions; 

isothermal diffusion, heat conduction in anisotropic solids, and .thermo-
. . . . . ' 

galYanomagnetie effects will be the irreversiple 'phenomena considered 1n 

detail. Chemical reactions and .the thermomechanical ~.ffects will be 

discussed briefly. 

II. Therm.od;ynam1cal Preliminaries 

To. f~cilita.te the thermOdynamic description of the various 
irreversible phenomena to be considered, we shall discuss briefly the 

. assumptions anq the . general formalism of the TIP·. This material has 

been covered ·more comprehensively 1n a previous artic~e (ll5,. cf. 31, 68). 

A. Assumptions 

1. Classical Thermoeynamics 

All the concepts of classical thermodynamics-are assumed. 

2. Division into SUbsystems 

It is assumed ~hat systems undergoing ~rreversible processes 

can be divided up into infinitesimal subsystems in which 

the usual thermodynamical variables such as T, P, V, E, 

_8, etc., have meaning. For example, a heat conducting 
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rod can be divided up into a large nllinber of thin slices, 

each ·of which has a definite temperatur.e. Such an 

~ assumption is valid for most· processes but would fan· in 

turbulent systems. 

3· Local Equilibrium 

It is assumed that each subsystem can be considered· as 

if it were in local equilibrium, despite the gradients 

of the tl1.ermodynamic variables -vrhich give rise to the . 

irreversibility. This ass~ption permits us to apply all 

the results. of classical thermodynamics. to a given subsystem. 

It will be valid if perturbations from equilibrium·are 

not too large. 

B. Sketch of the Formalism 

1. . The Entropy Production 

By means of the above assumptions, the entropy production 

can be calculated. This notion is based on the Clausius 

inequality 

ds >I~ (irrev) :(1) 

a theorem of classical the~odyriamics (33a). S is the 

entropy, q is the heat transported across a boundary of 

the system1 T is the temverature of the surroundings at 

the bounda~, d refers to an inexact differential, and the 

summation is applied i~ there are boundaries of the system 

at different temperatures. Expression 1 can be turned into 

an equality (the entropy equation) in this manner (63a, 

130, 132) 

·r_lq 
dS = T + dSint · 

where dSint is called the "entropy created internally" 

during the irreversible process, and by equation 1 is 

s (' ") :.,,0 

(2) 
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alWays positive. By means of assumptions. 2 and 3, these 

equations ~ be applied to any subsystem. The "entropy 

production" a fa now defined to be the rate of change of 

· Sint per unit volume, i.e., 

. 1 dSint (3) 
a= V dt 

wilere t is the time and V is the v:ol\llne. In any particular 

case, dSint is calculated from the d(!f'ining equation 2 as 

follows: The quantity d.S is computed for a particular 

subSystem in the usual way by. integrating • cfqjrr along 

some reversible path .between the initial and final states 

associated with some time interval. Assumption 3 is us.ed. 

. in· this part of the calculation. Next the quanti ties 

d qjT at each boundary of the subsystem for the actual 

irreversible process are calculated· and summed. It is 

·often convenient to compute rfq by a separate· calcUlation 

of dE + cf w, where E is the energy and w is the irre-Versible 

work done by the system. Substitution into equation 2 

gi vee dSint. Some s 1mple examples are· given in ( 116). 

The quantity Ta is known aJ:J the "dissipation" and 

was known _to Bertrand ( 8) in 1887 for the case of heat 

conduction. Other early workers who caicUlated .a or Ta 

were Rayleigh (135) 1 Natanson (i2l), ~em (39.), Jaumann 

( 87, 88), and Lohr ( 95, 91). More recent calcula.tions are 

summarized in DeGroot's book (63), and many references are 

given there B.n,d in ( 32) • 

~n Td is calculated for any system, it is always 

found to be. of the form 

or its vector or tensor analogues. The J ·are flows of t 

~-~ f' 'l 
!ot-,1:·-v u ·"'r'. 8 .. , 

,_ .. ' ... 

(4) 
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matter, heat, or electricity, and the Xi are generalized 

forces such· as gradients of cheinical potential, temperature, 
. . . . . 

or electrical potential •. Take for example, a fluid of k 

constituents (some of which may be charged) which is . 

situated in a gravitational field and_ in which sradients 

of concentratian_and _temperature exist. Ta can be 

written in l dimensional ·:rorm for a given subsystem as (117) 

.l J [ l.dT] . . .1 ~ [ . · · d.;t d('1t/T)·~ 
Ta .= (- - ~)· - -·-d.x + L (- - ~> -(M. g + e. 2 + T ) A dt . T k. A dT. . -lt & dx dx 

Here A denotes the. cross section, X the l~gth,· ~ the . 

. number of moles of :k., l\ the molecular weight, ek the 

electrical Charge 1n· .Faracl&is, -~ the_ chemi_eal potential 

(the partial m.ple.l. free energy Fk), g the acceleration 

due to gravitY 1 Bnd ~ the. electriCal potential. The 

parentheses are· the flows J of heat and matter per unit 

cross section, 8nd the square braCkets are the generalized 

forces x. More familiar cases will be considered shortly. 

It should be remaJ;"ked asatn that this S?rt of calculation 

depends on assumptions 2 and 3 and would not be possible 

1n systems vtth turbulence. 

2. · · The Iinear laws 

It was noticed experimentally long·ago that in a~le 

cases the forces and· flows of' Ta are linearly related to 

each other. Thtis, for exB.mple, 
a. Pure.eleetrical conduction 

(5) 

Ta = IE, 

I = (1/R)G Ohm • s law {124) 

(6A) 

(6B) 

b. P\Jre lleat conduction 

. ( 1 dT) 
Ta =· Jq- T di 

Jq = -(K/T): · Fcrurier•s law (55, 56) 

(7A) 

(7B) 
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where I is t.he current, £ is tbe Iimfl R is t.be resistance, 

J is "the flow of heat, and I¢ is the heat conductivity 
q 

coefficient.. Note that equation 6A, the Joule beat, is 

a.l:ready familiar as a dissipation energy. 

. In general if there is more than one irreversible 

process occurring, it. is .found experim.en~ ·tbat.· each 

flow Ji is not· only linear~ related to its conJugate 

force Xi but is also .linearly related to all o~her forces 
·found in the &Jq>ression for .Tc1. If the ·general. linear 

coefficient is denoted by LiJ' the general form for Ji 

is 

(8) 

. . 
For-example, in thermoelectricity, the flow of. current 

1s ·caused by the temperature gradient as well as the usual 

electric pc;tent1e.l gradient. The connection is clear fran 

a microscopic viewpoint., because heat 1s cOndueted through 

metals in _part by "the ·transfer of energy fi"om t.he hotter, 

· .. higher energy electrons to the cooler, · ·' 

lower energy ones. 

3. · The . Onsager Reciprocal Relations 

. So tar, no ideas .have been presented above which were· not· 

used extensively before 1900. We . now come to the only 

significant addition of this century to· t.he theory of 

irreversible thermodynamics· '(63,; ·125, l.Z6) :. Provid~ ~ 

!!i and ~ are chosen ~ ~ eXl?ression f~ :£! ~ !!:! 
1.!lclePE!ndent, ,:!:!!! phenomenol.ogicaJ; coefficients ~iJ .2£ ~ 
linear laws satisfy ~ spunet;rz relation. 

for all ! ~ .J.. In the pr.eeence of magnetic fiel.ds, 

equation.9 takes the form 

,...,_. 0 
·-· .1. ' 

(9) 
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Where B is the magnetic· induction. 

As rioted before, this kind of .relation was found 

for heat conduction 1n anisotropic s~lids. However t~ 
first general statement. of this principle was given by 

Onsager · (12?, 126).. in '1931, as a consequence of a 

statistical mechanical argument. It is known e.s Onsager's 

Principie, and equation 9 s.tates the : Onsager Reciprocal 

Relations. The .power of this simple relation Y1ll be 

· seen in the following· sectioris. 

· In any theory 1 certB.in axioms or principles are 

assumed. In ~ purely ·macroscopic theor,Y, the validity 

· of the axi~ and their consequences can· be compared. 

directly with experiment. In'this·W&y the validity of 

classical thermodynamics Wa.s. eh~ long ago. Similarly, 

Onsager's Principle can be taken·as·.an axiom supplementary 

to classical thermodynamics, and its experiment&J_ yalidity 

invest.igated. · This is a worthwhile task, even in View of' 

the exiatin_g statistical mechanical. der1 vations 1 because 

the conceptual foundStions of equilibrium statistical 

meChanics alone are the subject of considera~le controversy. 

Even more specialized and cont~Qvereial hypothese~ are 

required tor the der~vation of equation 9. 
The experimental .evidence for.the validity of 

Onsager's Reciprocal Re~tions (ORR) in a wide variety 

of different irreversible processes will now be exhibited • 

. III·. Thermoelectric! t:r 

A. Definitions and Description of the .Effeets. 

Conside'~ a thermocouple consistj,ng_ of two met&l.s A and B whose 

Junctions 1n electrical contact are at T and 'r + dT,·· as shown ill 
·Fig. l (63b~. 73)· As a result of the temperature difference, heat 

..... ~ 1 , __ 1.., • 
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and electric! ty will flow and potential and thermal gradients will 
. . 

be set up. There ~ a number of thermoelectri_c effects depending 

on the complexity ~d degree of anisotropy of' the system. -We assume 

that the above system is isotropic and consider here only the· 

Seebeck and Peltier effects. 

In the ·Seebeck effect an &f E. is measured between the two 

juncti.ons P ·and Q when no . Current 1s penni tted · to flow. Thus £ ·is 

measured w1 th a potentiometer, ·whose :&mf tem1nals at x
0 
~d x~ are 

·at tbe same temperature T
0 

to avoi~ thermoelectric Emfs inside the 

mea.suring system. · This ~ can· clearly be_ written 
' . 

X 

~ = -!0 (!!!) dx 
·. . dx I=O 

(11) 

xo 

where ~ is the electrical. potential. Its derivative 

.(12) 

is ca.lled the thermoelectric Ji!ower •. 

In the Pel,tier e~fect, the two junctions are kept at .the same 
. . . 

. temperat\U'e, but a current is. passed through the Vires. A quantity 
. . ' 

of heat Jq w'j.ll be absorbed at one Junction and a quantity •Jq at 

tlle other. This quantity of heat is found experimentally to be 

proportional to the electrical current I, hence the -.Pe.;;.;l-.t_i.e-.r ~ Jt 

1s defined as 

(13) . 

• •~ 'r ~ : • ' 

B •.. Derivation of Kelvin's Relation 

Tbe above system is easily analyzed bY the TIP 1n a very direct 

way as follows. It cs.n be shown quite ee.Sil.y (63b) tb,at for the 

thermoco~ple as.~ wholef 

,- r ') 
V· ._) '-' 

r..-"2 ' . . ·-·....::... 
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·. 1 dT d~ 
Ta = J (----)+I(·~) q Tdx · dx (14) 

Hence the linear relations are 

J _ (-1 dT) (. d~) 
q - L_u . 'T di + ~2 - di (15) 

( ·1 dT) . (. !!.!) 
I = L2l T di + L22 - dx (16) 

The cond1 tions of the Seebeck experiment are I = o, and thus by l6 

d£ · (~) L21 ··. 
CIT= -: dT :&so.= ~2 

From the 'definition of the. P_eitier heat ~d equations 15 and 16, 

·one readily obtains .. 

Thus we have 

. ·. ~2. 
. 1( = (J /I)dT=O = L 

q .. 22 

(11) 

(18) 

. L' ·jL. . lmdf, 
:, . -i2' . · 21 =. 1Ct.LCIT · . . (19) 

. . 

Accord.ing to equation 91 · ~2 = . -~1,· whence 

dt 
1C=TdT (20) 

Conversely, if .1f = Td.£/dT, the ORR will. be verified •. Equation 20 

·is a well·lmown expression of thermoelectricity, derived by Kelvin 

1n··l854 (152) by .. e.n adm1tteii!Y unjustif:1.able argument. Until the 
. . 

TIP, many imaginative but incorrect attempts were made to Justify . 

it .(19a, 47, ~~ 153). · 

More elaborate·derivations of Kelvin's relation consider the 

system· to have twa components, a fixed metal and ~ electrons 

. (21, 36, rr I 122a). Such derivations are· he~pf\11 1n understandi~ . 

the. ~on heat as well as being valuable in. showin~ the e.laritica.tion 

{") _,. ') 
.... - _;;_ t) 
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which can. result from e. wholly macroscopic treatment., ·The arguments 

ba.ve been extended to anisotropic media by Domenicali (36, 37), whose 

:PaPers along with ~e's book (12~) are especially recommended. 

It can also be shown ·by means of the TIP that an electrolytic . . . 

cell whose electrodes are 1dent1cel. except for being at different 

temperatures and whose solution.is .of uniform·composit1an behaves 

_in the same va:y as a metallic thermocoupl.e and will, ·if the ORR 

are valid,. also .obey equation 20 (2,. 78, 120). 

c. Experimental Evidence for the,ORR 

Not every experimelital measureni.ent is sui table. for comparison, 

beca1,1Se it is veil known that minor 1mpuiit1es have ·azi enormous 

effect on the thermoelectric prope~iee of metals. Consequently 

a test of the validi~ of the ORR for metals will be significant 

Only if d€/dT and rr are determined ·on the 'same specimen. Owing 

to the difficulty of directly d.etermining 1t1 not ·rJJBiri such measure

ments exist. In table. 1 are the values ·of rr./T and d!/dT measured 

· on the same specimen for a number of metallic .thermocouples. 

Table 2 contains the .1imi ted data obtained after 19()0 for electrolytic 

thermocouples • 

. The ratio ~~:/"Ln is remarkably close to un1 ty in all but a 

. tew case~, leaving no doubt that the ORR are ~rified w1 thin the 

error of the ··experiments. 

I . •.. ; 

·::··.s c J. 
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Table 1 

Test. of the_Kelvin Relation for Met~llic Thermocouples 

Couple 

Cu-Ag 

CU-Ag 

Cu-Al 

Cu-Ni 

Cu-Ni 

Cu-Ni 

Cu-Pt 

Cu-Fe 

· Cu-Fe 

Cu-Fe 

Cu-German Silver 

Cu-Nickeline 

cu~(70%. Sn, 30% Pt) 

Cu-(70% Pd,· 30% Pt) 

Cu-Hg . 
Cu-Hg 

Cu-Hg 

Cu-~ 

Cu-Hg 
Cu-Hg 
Cu-Bi.L. 

Cu-Bi 11 
0 .. 

Cu-(Bi 45 from hexag • 
. axis) 

Cu-Bi 

Cu-Bi (3·75% Sn) 

Cu-:Bi · (6.36% Sn) 

Cu-Bi (9.93% Sn) 
., 

·o 
18 
15.8 

0 

14 
22 

cj 

0 

i9 
0 

0 

0 

0 

.o 
'13.9 
56.2 

11·1 
99·1 

132.2 
184.4 

20 
20. 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

- 1.8 
.1 

2.4 
18.6 
20.2 

20.5 
3.66 

- 10.16 

- 9·9 
- 13.22 

25.25 
18.90 

2.30 
1.06 

61.9 
73.6 
79.0 
84.9 
92.8. 

107.6 
- 47. 
- 71 

- 82. 
- 65.9 

31·0 
39.8 
35·6· 

d6 
dT 

- 2.1 
.2 

3.1 
20.0 
20.7 
22.3 
3.67. 

- 10;15 
- 12.9 
- 13.24 

25.22 
18.88 

2.32 
1.01 

61.9. 

13· 5 
79.4. 
85.4 
94.6 

1o8.o 
. - 47 

- 66 

- 81 
- 67.2 

35.4 
42.7 
38.0 

.86 

·5 
·11 
·930 
·976 .. 
.919 
•.997• 

1.000 

•.77 

. ·998 
1~001 

1.001 

·991 
1.05 
1.00 
1.00 

·995. 
·994 
.98o 

·9.96 
1.00 
1.08 

i.Ol · 

.• 98 
"1.04 

·93 
·94 

Reference 

(82) 
(27) 
(27) 
(82) 
(7) 

( 27.). 
(10) 

. (10) 
(60) 
( 4) 

(10) 
(10) 
(10) 
(10) 
(150) 
(150) 
(150) 
(150) 
(150) 
(150) 
(12) 

. (12) 

(12) 
(28) 
(28) 
(28) 

. (28) 
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·Table l (continued) 

Test ·or the Kelvin Reiat1on for Metallic Thermocouples 
a -

.1( dS ft L:t2 
·Couple oc. ·T dT . Tdf-7dT = L2l Reference 

Cu-Constaritan 15 35·3 ~·7 ·989 (7) 
cu-eonstantan 20 J7.7 ·9 1.03 (159). 

Cu-Constantan 30 40.·5 41.8 1.03 (159) 

Cu-Constantan 40 43.2 44.6 1.03 (159} 
Fe-Ni . 16 33.1 31.2 l.o6 (7) 
Fe-Hg. 18.4 16.72 16.66 1.004" (128) 
Fe-Bg 56.5 16.17 16.14 1.002 (128) 

Fe-Bg 99.6 15.57 15.42 1.010 (128) 
Fe-Hg 131.6 14.89 14.81 1.005· ·(128) 
Fe-Hg. 182.3 . 1).88 i3.74 1.011 (128).· 

Fe-Al 0 11.0 . ll.5 ·956 (4) 

Fe-German·Silver 0 19.91 ·20.0 .998 (4) 
~ Cd•Ni · 17 22.1· 22.6 ·978 (7) 

Cd·Pb 0 3.03 3.02 1.00 (4) 
Zn-N1· 17 22.1 .22.0 1.00 (7) 
Zn-Sn 0 2.65 2.5() 1.04 (4) 
Zn~Bi 0 25.4 25.1 l~Ol (4) 

:Sio-~190 21 46.0 J.48.3 ·95 (50) 

Bi45-Bi90 21 33.0 27·7 1.15 (50} . 

Bi·Pb 0 .. 17.5 • 17.2. 1~02: (4) 

All Values Eire 1n microvolts/degree. 
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Table 2 

T.est of the Kelvin Relation fQr Electrolytic Thermocouples. 

Elec:.trolyte· · 
Concentration n: 

Couple .Moies/J oc n: Reference .·. z1Td£/dT Reference z}.Tdf)dT 

Cu-CuS04 ·2 25 10.8 (17 )· 10.9 (19) ·99 

(euso4 1 -25 . 8.9 (14) . 8.9 . (i4) 1.00 
cu- ·• . 

. · H
2
so

4
·· .01. 

[ Hg2C12 sat. 25 7-l (94) 8.2· (92) .87 .. 

Hg- KCl l 

Ag-AgNO . 3 
.... 01 25 .. 4.65 (93) - 4.47 (93) 1.03 

" .1 25 - 2-93 (93) . - 2.89 . (93) 1.02 

" -316 25 . - 2. 30 (93) - 2.13 (93) 1 •. oa 
" 1.0 25 - 1.82 (93) - 1.38 . (93). 1.32 

n: and z}Tdt/dT are in units of kcal/mole 
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IV. Eleetroktnetics 

A~ -Definitions and Description of the Effects 

We_now_look into some of the various electrokinetic quantities 

(59, lo4a). Consider a- fl~d 'system which ~ bave several components 

(souie of which may_ be charged), and suppose -this system is divided 

~to two reservoirs separated by e. porous diaphragm.· The diaphragm 

may be e. sin.gl.e ce.pi.ll.ary, e. porous trit, or even pressed fibers 

suCh as compressed glass _wool. -Into each reservoir dips an electrode 

as shown in the schematic diagram Fig. 2. 

If ~ fixed potential difference ~ is impressed across the 

- -electrOdes~ then . 1 t is found tba.t as a ·consequence of the cui-rent 

flow I, a fluid flow J througb the diaphragm D results until f1ne.lly 

a steady_ state is reached. At this- point the- pressure difference_ 

6P = P 
2 

.. P 
1 

just balances_ the impressed· f.,, and the flow J 

becomes zero. The observed ~ p depends both on the fluid' and the 
. . . . ----

nature _of the diaphi-a{911 but is proportional to €,. The forced flow 

- of- fluid through a dia~ by an impressed »nt is called electrosmosis. 

Thus for a given system and diaphragm,_ the ~ectrosmotic pressure EOP 

ean be defined as 

_(21) 

Now consider the converse experiment w1 th the same fluid and 

dia~ in vhi.ch the electrodes are short circuited ( ~., E. = 0) 

. and the ·fluid forced through the dia~ by a piston as shown in 

Fig. 3· -If _an ammeter A is placed-between ·the electrodes 1 a current 

I is observed which is . 'proportimlal to J but depends 9n the fluid 

and the diaphragm. A quantity called the strealllias 

-current SC cw1 be defiued as 

. (22) 

There· are various· other canbinat1ons of experimental condi tiona 

which -l~ .to other "def.1n-ed-.quant1tiee.: Th\is if: the. fiuid 1~ -forced 
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through the di~ph:tagm with a pressure difference AP, ·and the E, 

resulttng is measured with a potentiOmeter (I = 0), then the 

s'treaming potential SP can be defined as 

(·23) 

Similarly when .an£ forces the fluid through the diaphragm along a 

horizontal tube so that ap = 0, both J and I can be measured, giving 

rise to the quantities electrosmosis, 

EO::: (J/I)LlP ·= 0 

and 2nd. electrosmosis 

2nd EO= (J/€-)AP = 0 

All of these quantities as well as the resistance.R have been 

measured. in the experiments we shall use to test the ORR. 

B. Derivation of Saxena and Related Equat~ons 

Now let~ analyze the general situation_by the TIP (63c, 100, 

101, 108, 109, 116, 129; l32a). It bas been shown that the entropy 

.Pl;"Oduction for this type of system is· · 

Ta = J tu> + I E. 

so that the linear laws are 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

( 27A). 

(27B) 

·i 

' 
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It is eas1~ seen that 

EOP = (aP/f)J~O = -~2/~ 

sc"" (I/J)f,= 0 = ~1/Lll 

SP = (t/6P)L=O = -L21/t~2 

EO·= (J/I~6.P=O ~ ~2/L22 

2nd EO= (J/f~P=o· = -~2 

R = (f,/~)JiP-=0 ..; . l/Lz2. 

It is clear tl_lat . the assilmption ~2 = !.z1 entails various 

relations among the experimental quantities; E&g. 1 

EOP ·= -sc 
·EO= SP 

.:_(2nd EO)R = SP 

Converse~, the validity_ of .these· rel.&tions eritai~ ~2 :. L
21

• 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 
(36) 

The first of these, equatiOn. -34, is known as Saxerls relation 

and was original~ derived using microscopic models of the detaUs 

of the electroki.neti.c process (139 )·. · Our analysis assuming the ORR 
that · . 

shows/this result, and the others as well, should be valid independently 

of any" models • . 
. · c. Data. and Verification of the ORR·. · 

It sbould.be remarked that electrokinetic experiments have the 

· same sort of difficulty a.s the thermoelectric ones. Two ostensibly 

identical diaphragms mtq behave quite differently. Results even on 

the same··diaphra.BJ!l ~ change with time and are very sensitive· to 

impurities, especially in dilute solutions. The data collected below 

,.., r: 0 
". (;., v. 
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have all been determined on systems which used the .!!!!!!!! dia:elu'as! for 

the different kinds of electrokinetic measurements. 

Table 3 (139) contain,& the experimental evidence· for. saxen 1 B 

relation and table 4·(38) contains that· for equation 35. ·.These latter 

resul te are stated to have significant experimental error.·. 
. . 

Much of the. data . for . veri tying equation 36 have been reported 

ul . terms 0~ the zeta. p0tenti8J. r 1 ~ COncept. baSed On the miCroSCOpiC 

moci.ele. · The { potential 1e defined in terms of 2nd e1ectroemosie by 

(37) 

e.nd in- terms of ·streaming potential and R by 

t . = ~ry£(B/tlP)I=O 
SP RDr2 

(38) 

where~ is the viscosity of the fluid and.D its dielectric constant. 

The quantit~es r and ~ are the ~adius .and .length of a diaphragm 

consisting of a single capil.lary. If the diaphragm is a porous frit, 

l./r2 is replaced by the equivalent quantity 7tK referring .to the net

work of capillaries making up the frit, where K is the effective 

~U constant for conductivity and 1s the s~- fo~ both (EO. and ( sp• 

If equation 32 is substituted into equation-~ and if·equations 30 

. and 33 are substituted into equation 38, · we obt&.in 

Thus 

tEO ca -~2 [4YJi/Dr
2

] (39) 

(BP o - ~ <il[4'll/nr2
] ~ -La [l¥l.&nr2 J (40). 

SCJ 

(41) 

,..,. ~'"'-. 
~. t 1'--:;.~ .i. 
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The evidence thB.t rEd f SP = 1· is given in tables 5 ( 18) 1 6 (136) 

and 7 (158)~ The data in table 5 actually were not obtained from 

the same diaphragm but from a protein covered capillary (SP) and 

an electrophoresis cell covered with the same protein. The larger 

deviations from 1.00 in table 5 compared t·o those in tables 6 and 7 

may'be due to this circumstance. 

In table 8 are calculated values of L 2 and L · for quartz·-
J. 21 . 

·.acetone,· bas·ed on 2nd electrosmosis, streaming potential and·R (102)~ 

Also included are Lij determine.d using sinusoidally varying 

voltage and pressUre (29). This kind of experiment gives values of 

Lij which are .frequency dependent. However, the values approach a 

constant value·at sufficiently low frequency. In the table only 

these low-frequency values are included. It is interesting to 

~ote that ~/L21 = 1 within the e~erimental error even at higher 

frequencies. Above 200 cycles/sec., phase differences cause 

di ffi cul ty. · 

Considering the well-known· difficulty of carrying.out these 

experiments, it is clear that ~2 = L21 within experimental 

uncertain t 1 es ·. 

There is also s0me recent EO and SC.data, of Rutgers. and deSmet 

(137) for iso-amylammonium picrate in organic solvents, but they 

found that the EO was dependent ori ~'.which i~plies that the linear 

J..e,ws (equation 27) are not adequate for this system.· However at 

low values of S, the linear approximation will become better, and. 

if· (EO at the lowest value of·£ is compared with (
8

C ·at. concentrations 

J;equiv/1 or larger, the ratio is close. to l. 
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Table·3 

Test of Saxen's Relation (139) 
:~ 

Ll2 .. -EOP Cley Plugs: -1 l sc- = £21 Aqueous Solution sa EOP 

·1/~ ZnS04 . ·356 -352 1.01 

3/4"J, Zn804 .• j86 .388 ·99 
n -377· ·'!77 1.00 

.n .J8l -379 1.01 

1~ zi1so4 ·350 .• 338 . 1.04 
n .34·2 ·350 .98 

l~ cuSo4 .• 392 .380 1.03 
ft -385 .389 ·99 
" .ns .387 .·95 

~~ .233 ·237 .98 
. 1/2$ CdS<1.. . • 633 .6()9 . 1.04 

l~ CdS<\ ·532 .567 .94 
n .,u6 .115' 1.01 

I 

l/SC and l/EOP are given in·cm5/2;f!Jni/2 
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Tabie "4 

Test of <Equation 35 ( 38) 

Glass Slit: 
··Concentration •EOxlOlO sPXl.olO .;.EQ "'!EOxl.OlO . SPxlOlO -EO 
.in-equiv/11ter - -SP sp· 
of aqueous BaC12 soln • KCl 

• t 

10 .. 4 132. . 95.0 1.4 11·9 62.2 1._25 
5.x 10•4 11.2 18.5 .61 . 12.4 li.8 1.05 
10-3. 9·9 e.o 1.23 4.8 5 .• 3 ·9 

-$0 and SP given in cc/sec-esu and esu em2jdyne respectively. 

T ~ 23° 

... -.nJ·. 
~r ~~) 

-·EOxlo1o · SPxl010 -EO -SP . 
llc1

3 

70·9 80 .88 
15.7 .16~6 ·94 
7.0 8.1. .87 
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Table 5 

Test of Equation 36 {18) 

Protein covered P,yrex: 
Aqueous Solution 
! ·Protein 

• 202 Egg. albumin 

~t 74 Gelatin 

.• 166. 

.166 

.180 

.175• 

• 226 

·207 

• 219 

HCl. (molesLl) · 
. -4 

3• 5 X 10 · . 

5. x 10 .. 4 ·. 

6 -4 .3 X 10 ... 

: . . -4 
-7.0 X 10 

7~5 ·x ro·4 

-4 7•5 X. 10 

8.0 X 10•4 . 

. -4 
6 .• 5 X 10 

5 x 10-4 

.96 

·. ·95 

. ··19 

1.07 

1.14 

1.0J · . 

·•· r, 'l ,;;;...I•...J~ 
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Table 7 

Test of Equation · 36 ( 158) 

Cone. 1n J.& (Eo tsP (EO/(SP 
equiv/1 of KN0

3 
pYrex Cap •. 

!9· soln. 

(EO (sP (EO/(SP 
KOH pYrex Cap. 

(EO (sP (EO/<sP 
~(N03)2. Pyrex Cap •. 

(EO (sP . (EOI(sp (EO (sP (Eo/(-8p 

Ca(No
3

)
3 

Pyrex Cap. KNo
3 

P,yrex Powder 

0 
2 
5' 

10 

20 

50 
100 
200. 

300 

139.8 138 1.01 

lll 115 1.o4 68.0 68.5 ·99 
145 133 .92 150 151 ·99 101 101.5 -1.00 59·0 56.5 ··99 1~ 

141.9 130 .92 155.8 154 ·99. 93-5 94 .. ·99 52.3 52.1 1.00 81 
136.8 125-5 .• 92 153 154 ·99 85.5 86.3 ·99 45-7 45.8 1.00 86 

147 .s· · 147 1.01 75-3 75.2 1.00 37·5 38.1 .98 92-5 
119.2 119 1.00 142.(; 142 1.00 67·7 67.5 1..00 31.6 31.7 1.00 . 95 
ll1.8 110.5 1.01 136.0 136.5 1.00 6o.5 60.2 1.00 25.5 25.5 1.00 97 

98 

t SP for Ba(No
3

)2 (capillary), Ia(No
3

)
3 

(capil.le.ry), and KNo
3 

(powder) were from a gni.ph_baeed. o~ the 

· - data in Wijga's tables IV, V, and XXV, respectivel.y. . . 

(EO tar mo3 (powder) were obtain·ed .f'rom a graph of data 1n tables XIX. _and XX.- . 

( is 1n m1lli vol.ts. Note that the greatest deviations ·are for syatems whose temperatures of EO and 

SP measurements differed the most. 

8o 
84 

89 
95 
97·5 
99 

100 

.95 
··97 . 
-97 

·97 
·91 
.98 
-98 
19°c 



szstem 

Quartz poWder. 
plug-acetone· 

Glass frit -
water A 

" 
" 

B 

c 
D 

Glass capillary· 
water 

:o28 .029 ± 

.666 .• Q14 

.o6o .056 

.053 .058 

.{)72 ·073 

~00050 ,;00045 

x,_2 and L.z1 are· in cgs-esu 

~ 28- . 

Table 8 

Test of Equation 9 

.002 .96 ± .oa 

• 89 
1.07. 

-91 

·99 

1.11 

Cooke's L1J ~d Lorenz's -c1J co~respond tq our Lji 
Lorenz's experiments · were· at 30 C. 

pressure frequency 
· cycles/sec · Refere,nce 

. 0 (102) 

20 (29) . 

20 (29) 

20 (29) 

20 (29) 

40 <29> 

MaximUm estimated error in each of Cooke's LiJ is 6;,, or 'J1, overall. 
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· V. Transference in Electrolytic. So~'\.ltions 

We now consider the relation between certain eactrochemical 

·effects in an isotherme.l system consisting of a siiigl.e binary electrolyte 
. -

in a. ne~trai ~;~olverit; · nameiy:, HittOrf transference and .elect~ochem.ical · 

ce~ with transference. · 

A. -The ·TIP Equations 

Suppose _the electrolyte CA ionizes into cations C and anions 

A as follows z 

(42) 

· where r 
1 

and r 2 are the ioni:zation stoichiometric eoefficients for 

cations. and anions and _z1 and z2 are the ebarges on the ions with 

due regai-d to sign.. Let ~2 represent the chemical potential of 

the electrolyte-.as-a-vhole. Then by definition 

_ where ~l and ll2 are· the chemical parts of the cbem.ical·potential 

of the ions; moreover, 

Fbr suCh a ayotem, (63d) 

Ta = JlX1 + J~X2 + J3X3 

xi= ~r:i +·zi}~] 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

where 3. refers to the sol~t (z
3 

= 0), t/J is the electr1cal.potent1al, 

and J is the Faraday. It was mentioned earlier tb.S.t far the ORR tp 

be valid, the_ J
1 

or· Xi or b~th must be independent. ~a is ·not the 
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case here, since the Gibbs-Duhem equation relates the chemical 

potentials. Thus 

nl~l + n2~2 + n3d~3 

where n
1 

is the number of moles. 
However by 46 and 44, this· result is equivalent to 

. There~ore, by el~inating x
3
, equation 45 ·is obtained in the 

independent form: 

(47) 

. n J n J 
Tt:J = (J

1 
- ..U) x

1 
+ (J

2
· -·:D) x

2
· · (49) 

n3 . . n3 

• . ·.The. flowS Ji can be looked on as motion relative to the. sc;>lvent, · 

whereas· Ji are nova ~elative to the apparatl+S. The linear la~s 

written in terms of J 1 and Xi are now suitable for testing the ORR. 

They a.re 
• 

J = 
~ 

(50) 

(51) 

B. Hittorf Transference (l04b) 

Suppose a current I is passed through the system, with the · 

aolution at uniform composition throughout. The Hittorf transference 

number t~ can be defined as _the f'ra~tion of _the current carried by: 
·th * the 1 ion.relative to the solvent. 

'*A rigorous general definition. of the Hittorf transference number 

va.li.d for non-electrolytes as well as ions and which is based on the 
1 
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actual experiment is given in (ll7). The analysis .in detail using 

the flows Ji.yields (equation 17.(117)) our equation 53 based on the 

definition above. 

The. current (in Fara~s) is 

(52) 

hence 

(uniform composition) (53) 

At uniform composition however, 

~i . d.JJ.i dm 
d.x = din . ·di = o, (54) 

where m is the mOlality, hence 

(uniform·composition) (55) 

Thus b.Y equations 50, 51, ·and 55 

(56) 

. h 
and similarly for t 2 • 

C. Electrochemic81. Cells with Transference ( 32e., ll7 1 157) 

Now consider· an electrochemical cell with two identical. 
. and a single· electrolyte. . · 

electrodes/bu:t which may have a varying composition, e.g •. , 

where mi is the molality. 

Cf3··. ~31 
~r '-' 

.. 
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In such a system,. diffusion will occur, and owing to the different 

mobilities· of the ions a cbB.rge separation will be induced. After 

a very short ti~e of the order of microseconds, however, the power

ful coulombic effects speed up the slow ions and slow down the fast 

ones so that no electric -current flows through ·-the solution. Thus 

I I 

I = 0 = zlJl + z2J2 ' (57) 

a relation expressing the condition of electroneutrality. 

From this exp~ession, the ·liquid junction ( diftusi~ potential, 

is calculated_ by substituting equations 50 and 51 in 57, applying 

equation 44 and· final.ly solving for 'Jdrp •. The result is 

(zl~l + ~2L21) (411 + (zl~2 + z2L22)C4Lz 

ziru + zl :l.2(~2· + lzl) + z~~2 
(58) 

Now define the c~ll £E Emf tranefer~nce number t 1c of ion 1 to be 

and analogously for ion 2. Then the diffusion potenti~ becomes 

t c . t c 
-}d(J = ....!... dv. + ~ ·<4L 

·. ~l l· z2 . 2 

(59) 

(60) .. 

Note that ~hese transference numbers need not be the same as the 

·corresponding Hittorf number; they wi~ be identical ~ i_f ~2 = L21 • 

It should be emphasized that ·the classic~ derivation of the 

diffusion P?teniial, due essentially to Helmholtz· (75), is ~ 

correct,. because this system. is irreversible ()Wing to d.if'fusion. 

Classical methode can be used only if the. states are in equilibrium. 
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Since the quantities r/J, I-Ll' and 1-Lz ·are not experimentally 

_accessible, it is neces~&ry to consider the whole cell including 

the electrodes.. Of the two ways to include the electrodes, the. 

most familiar is the one given in most chemical
8
thermodynamics or 

electrochemistry texts·and is based on passing~ thrqUgb· the 

cell. A bt!tter ~ (3).b, 64, 138) is based on the equilibrium 

between ·electrons, elec~rode,.and·solution which exists_during a 

potentiometr~c measurement. The results are of course the same, 

and for a concentration cell whose electrodes are reversible to 

the anion are 

t c 
1 

r1z1 ~2 
(61) 

where t is the potential difference measured at the potentiometer 

terminals, and a and t' represent the ~ode and cathode respectively. 

For electrodes reversible to the· cation, replace the subscript 1 
c . 

in t 1 , r1, and z1 by subscript 2. 

Since the chemical. potential in te~ . of the activity/& 

. 1\ 

~-L12 = ~~ + RTin a12 
. (62) 

where .R is the gas constant, 
equation 61 can be written 

. (63) 

Thus if &.series of measurements of£ is done at various 

conc~ntrations and if ~ acti vi:ty ~2 is already known by other . 
c . . . 

means_, t 1 .·is obtained _from the experimental quantities using the 

derivative of equation 63; "namely, 

(64) 

Sometimes int- \ 2is obtained fran !mf ·measurements on cells without 
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. *' 
~terence, for. which the differential Emf' d £ is 

. "" . 

dt* = rlj RT ~ &ta . (65) 

c Consequently t 1 is. often obtained. from the equation 

t 
c .dE. . 

1 = -* de 
(66) 

D. The ORR and its Experimental Verifi~tion 

If as is ordinarily assumed, t.he· Hit torf · and cell transference 

ntimbers are· tbe same, ~ from equations 56 and 59 . 

tl h zl L_u + Zzl1.2 . z Lu + z2L2l . ·~ c 
-;i;;i =·.1, =.__ 
z1 i;J zizJLij ¢J zizJLiJ. . z~ 

Clearly the equality of t 1 h and t 1 c entails the 0~ 

for electrochemical systems with transf'ere~ce. 
. c h . . 

In table 9 are collect~ the., t 1 and t i for a number of 

salts which were investigated at a n\DD.ber of concentrations. In 

. table 10 are some for which a fewer· number . of cOmparisons were 

· poss-ible. In cases where no Hittorf' measurements are available 

the equivQlent moving. botmdary results -are given.· It should be 
. . . c ... 

noted that the measurements of t 1· are more d.1t'f'icult since they 

involve 't.h.e differentiation of two sets of experimental data, 

UJagnit'ying the eiTors of each set. 

(67) 

(68) 

In table ll are some less accurate transference data, denoted 

by t 1g, dete~ from -gravitational and.centri~ cells. The 

equations ware not derived above, but the argUment is essentiA:U.ly 

the same as for the concentration cell case (117). The definition 

of t 1 8 is exact~ the same $8 that of tic involvq exactly the 
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same numerical values of Lij (apart from a negligible pressure dependency). 

The data on chlorides were .obtained with gravi~tional cells for which the 

G is only a few microvolts per meter. Considering the difficulty of such 

measurements, the agreement is remarkably goo~. The centrifugal cell 

measurements on the iodides were done with modern techniques, but KI 

is the only case where a Hittorf or moving boundary measurement exists 

at the same T and concentration. 

The references are preceded byE, H, M, and G.for cell, Hitterf, moving 

boundary, and· gravity-centrifugal measurements respectively •. If the tempera

ture of measurement is different than 25°C;· it is noted in °C .. in parenthesis 

after the value of ti. The quantities.~ and~ are concentrations in moles/1. 

and moles/kilo. of s.olvent respectively. 

The agreement between the two types of transference numbers is very 

good and within the~rors of experiments. How~ver; by equation 67 if 
. . . . . c . h 

z1z 2~2 is small compared to rjzizjLij' a.small error. Ln t 1 - t 1 will result 

in_ a large _error in ~2.- t 21 • Electrolyte solution theory (127) does in 

fact predict that ~2 will be relatively small, being zero at infinite 

dilution and increasing as the concentration {and the ioni~ interaction) 

increases. Some (unpublished) rough calculations from experimental data 

indicate that ·the per cent error in (~2 - L2i )/L
1

_.2 is ·very roughly .-- . 

l0/\(t~-t_i)/m1/3 for strong 1-l electrolytes, where .A is the equivalent 

conductance; and is 1/3 smaller·for 2-l electrolytes. Thus for l-1 salts, 

a .001 difference in th - tc is approximately an error of 10%, 4%, 2% and 

lr{o at .• 001, .. 01, 11 and 1.0 molal respectively, and is 4 times as large 

for acids. On this rough basis, it may be concluded that the ORR are 

verified to within. about 10 per cent for HCl ( 25°C. ) ; LiCa, BaCl
2
, and 

CdBr2 (table 9); ZnCl
2 

and Zni
2 

(table 10); and KI (table 11). 

Thus, an adequate verification for the ORR has been found for most of 

the cases in tables 9 and 10 (and KI in table 11). In the remaining ones, 

the experimental errors are too large to give a satisfactory-test. More

over, for'a test· 6f.the ORR to·be·significant to one per cent in dilute 

silutions, both types of transference numbers must be known to l to 5 parts 

in 10,000. As yet, this · acc\iracy has not been achieved in any Emf measuremen"tB • 
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Table 9 

...... Test of Equation 67 (Concentration Cells). . 

Concentration 1n c or m 
Sait .005 .• 01 .02 .05 .l .2 ·5 1.0 Reference 

HC1 a . tc .83l .832 .834 .836 .838 .• 843 .845 E~--(71) + 
· 18°c. th 

·+ .832 .833 • 833 .834' .835 ·.240 ·~· . H (81) 

HC1 tc 
+ • 824 .825 . .827 .• 830 .• 830 E (7i) 

25°C. . th 
+ .824 .825 ~827 • 829 .831 M (98) . 

L1C1 tc 
+ ·335 ·333 ·331 ·326 ·320 ~3l3 ·301 .• 281. E (89) 

25°C. th 
+ ·330 -329 ·327. -323 .319 ·312 .301 .287 H {89) 

BaC12 
'c 
t+ •. 443 .440 .436 .427 .418 _.405 .]81 ·353 E (90) 

25°C. th 
+ .440 .438 .433 .425 .416 .403 -379 -353 H (90) 

KI tc 
+ .497 .497 .495 .494 .488 E (58) 

25°C. 'h 
- .t+ .488 .488 .488 .488 .489 M (99) 

H SO b 
2 4. 

tc . +. .825 .825 .824 .820 .813 E (70) 

20°C. th 
+ 

.822 .822 • 820 .816 .812 H (81) . 

CdS'\ c tc (25°) 
+ ·397 .390 ·375 ·358 .338 ~291 .244 . E (15) 

th (18°) + .385 .379'. .366 ·352 ·330 ·293 .254 H (84) 

CdBr
2 

c tc .-434 .434 .425 ~4o8 -371 E (103) 
+ 

th (18°) + . .• 434 .434 .• 431 .411 .370 . H (83) 

8
Agreement ala~ at 10°, 30°, aZui 50°C. 

b c 0 . . . . 
_t.+ at 20 C •. from interpolation of Hamer's values (70) at other temperatures. 

c . . . . . . 
some values determined by interpolation from graphs of reported data. 

' . . . 

s c:.:; 
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Table. 10 

.,Test of Equat~on 67 · (Concentra~ion· Cells) 

Salt . t: t~ . c · Re.ference 

Zni a 
. 2 ·330 

-270 
-.150 
.... oaa 
.... 260 

-325 
. ·2'13. 

-.157 
-.oB 
-~241 

..• 325 E (149) 

1.277 . H (76) 

4.73 
2.64 . E (72) 

4.035 H-16 
. H (77) 

. UCRL-5644-T 

· Bva1ues of t c obtained ~ intecyolatio~ from . + . . .. . 
graph of Stokes and ~vien' s data (149). 

c f·3 "7':17 OJ ,., '· v 
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Table 11 

Test of Equation 67 ·(Gravitational Cells) 

Salt tg th Concentration Reference 
+ + in c or m 

~I .383 • 0 375. (i8°) (·'.i9 G G(105), M(34) 
t..1 M 

KI .487 .489 .·1941 G( 107), M( 99) ' 

Rbi .5o6 .49'( (18°) l.142 G G(134), M(34) 

.1 M 

cai .496 .491 {18°) . ( .1_61 G G(l34 ), M(34) 
.1 M 

HC1 .85. ~835 1.01· .. G(35 ), H(81) 

LiCl .23 .245 4.93 .. G(35), H(89) 

NaC1 .34 ·.365 4.25 . 
.. 

G(35 ), H(81) . 

KCl .50 .486 2.71 . G(35 ), . H(lo6) 

.. BaC12 .36 ·379 ~98· G(35), H(9o) 
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VI. Isothermal Diffusion 

DU"usion is a phenomenon well described by the T:tP. Owing 

to the Gibbs-Dubem equation and the experimental condition of no volume 

flow described below, it turns out ~t in binary systems there can be 

·only one difi\lsion coefficient, and thus no ORR (63e}. The simplest . 

non-trivial case with an ORR 1& ternarY diffusion, and fortunately 

s~ table data presently exist for ten such systems. Sy~tems vi th more 

components are much more complex, and furthermore no adequate. diffUsion 

data exist. 

A. The TIP Description of Diffusion (119} . 

·It can be shown (63d) that the ·ent:row production is 

Ta = J f~)+ J (_~)+ J (-~). 
· l d~ ~ax2 i~x3 

where 1, 2, 3 refer to solute. 1, sol~tEf 2, and the solvent respectively, 

Ji refers to the flow, and ~~i/;}x ref~rs to the chemical potential . 

gradient. However, the. experiments are carried out 1n such a way 

that no volume flow occurs, ie., 

Jlvl + J2v2 + J3v3 = 0 

where Vi is the partial ·molal volume. Mor~over the forces of 69 
are re.lated by the Gibbs·Duhem equation 

(70} 

(71} 

where. c
1 

is the concentration in moles pe·r liter. Since it. was noted 

previously that the ORR are valid only for independent flows and 

forces, these two secondary conditions can be used to get rid of 

the dependent solvent terms 1n Ta. By simple substitution, one obtains 

(72) 

((? 
W'!..,U 
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where 

yi g ~ Z. [tij 
. j=l 

and Jij is the Kronecker delta. The linear relations are 

and because the Ji as well as the Yi are independent, the ORR 

should now be valid. 

B. Comparison with.Fick's Law Description 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) . 

Ordinarily, diffusion is described by Fick's Law. Generalized 

to ternary system, Fick's Law involves conc.entration gradients e.nd 

has the form (3) 

Jl = 
. ~Cl. 

Dl2 

a·c
2 

•Dll ax- ax (76) 

J2 g -D2l 
~cl 

D22 
Q'lC2 -- clX ax 

where. Dij are the diffusion coefficients in 1/cm .sec and ci are 

concentrations in molea/1. Th~ Dii ~e principal or main coefficients. 

The Dij are the interaction or cross coefficients ~d ~e somewhat · 

smaller in numerical value than the D11 • Equation 76 is convenient for 

experiment because concentration gradients are easy to measure.· However, 

D12 does ~ equal D21 in general. 

All the experimental data have. be·en report~ in terms of Dij. 

Therefore, in order to test the ORR, it is necessary to get the 

Lij in terms of the Dij" This is done by expanding d~i/~x into 

r 
J 
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d~i. 2 a~i ~cJ 
-=~-a X J=l ~Cj ~X 

(77) 

substituting equation 77 into the Y i of equa~iori 75, . and comparing · 

the corresponding coefficients of ~ci/c:J x in eqUations 74 a.n!l 76. 
From the four result1ng:express1ons for D.ij we solve for the L

1
j. 

·and obtain 

where 

a= 

aDl2 - cDll 
ad .. be 

and c and d are the same· resPectively as a arid b except that 

(78) 

(79) 

a/ac1 is replaced by ~/ac2 • NC>W'here in the above argument bas the 

ORR been assumed. From equation ·78, the necessary and sufficient 

condition for the ORR to be valid is 

(Bo) 

ad - be rl 0 

To get the t
1
J or to verity the ORR, one must know ci, \t 1 , 

D1·j, and ~~i/acJ·· These quantities are read~ available for the 

ten ternary· d1i':f'Us1on systems except for the thennodynamic quantity 

. ~~! 1/'3~ j • Unforttm~t.e]¥ DO thenn~c data are ~vailable in th~ 
pi-oper concentration ranges for the nine of the· systems, and as a 

result, the·activity coefficients arid their derivatives with concentration 
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had to be estimated .(44, 118, 119). 

C. The Test of the ORR 

The following systems were investigated at the concentrations 

indicated: 

I. LiCl(. 25) · - KC1(.2) - H20 (43, 57) 

II.. LiCl(.25) - NaCl(.2).-: 1Iz0.(43, 57) 

III. Naci( .25) - KC1(.25) - H 0 2 (123) 

IV. NaCl(.5) KC1(.25) - H 0 2 (123) 

. v. NaCl(.25) - KC1(~5) -·H 0 
2 (123) 

VI. NaCl(.5) ~ KC1(.5) - H o: (123) 2 . 
·VII. NaCl(l. 5) - KCl(l.5) - H20 (42) 

VIII. Raffinose(.Ol5) - KC1(.5) - H 0 2 (40) 

IX. Ra.ffinose(.Ol5) KCl ( .1 ) . - H2 0 (40) 

x. Raffinose(.Ol5) Urea(.5)·- H2o_ (41) 

It can be .shown. (119) that_.these are te~ry diffusion systems 

even t~ougb there are four diffusing species in sy~tems -I -· IX. 

System VII is the only one for which therino~ic data exist. 

Iri table 12 are given the riSht- and left-hand sides of 

equation 80, the difference between them, and·tbe probable error 

of the calculation based on the assum~d errors 1n D
1

j and the 

activity coefficient estimates. Also included is the quantity 

~~/L21 •. Similar reeul ts for systems III - VI -were .given . by 

. Dunlop and Gos ting ( 4.4) • 

The agreement is within the probable· error f9r all_ cases 

except . .VIII and is remarkably good considering the e~e;rimental 

difficulties. of determining D1j and the errors inherent·in 

estimating thermodynamic quantities. ( Pri v~te correspondence has 

revealed that the errore in Dij for Case VIII were Underestimated 

1n the cal·culations.) 
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Table 12 

Test of Equation 8o 

I II III rv. v VI vi;r& VIII IX X 

lhs 8o b. 3·73 3.50 3.12 2.19 2.25 1.76 ;1..10 1.55 1.53 .41 
rhs aob . 3.8o 3-71 J.24 2.22 2-30 1.8o 1.14 1.16 '1.53 .32 
difference .(ff .21 ~12 • 03 . -~··05 .04 .04 ·39 o . ·09. 
probab,l.e 
·error .17 .• 20. .12 .08 .07 .05 .o6 .·21 ·21 .10 

~/L2l . 1.03 1.14 ·1.'05 1.02 ·1.04 1.03 '1.o6 .42 . 1.00 .58 

'rheQe ~ues have been calculated trom Dunlop's data. (42). 
b -8 . 

. 10 · RT bas. been factored out. 
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VII. Conduction of Beat and Electricity in Anisotropic Solids 

We she.ll actually conf'ine our discussi.()n to , heat conciucti v1 ty .

This case will be-discussed in some: detail, both because it is interesting 

and because adequate descriptions of the experiments are relativezy· 
. . . 

inaccessible. The equations and interpretation for electrical conductivity 

are the same, but no suitable ~lectrical expe~iments have been_carried out 

on crystals. 

A. The Classical Equations 

The· traditional macroscopic theory of heat conduction in 

ccystals is more than 100 years old and is.· based on a simple 

generalization of Fourier • s law for an isotropic substance (55, 56): 

Fourier's law is 

J = - ~ (81) 
1 axi 

where J i is_ the component of heat flow along the coordina.te axis 

xi", and k is the thermal conductivity. It seems intUitively clear 

that in an anisotropic substance, contributions to the component 

J 1 say, ·will be made not only t'rom the temperature gradient dT/~;_, 

but from the gradients .}T/r) ~ and C>T/dx
3 

as well. Thus cl.assically 

(131 251 145, 148, 156) one writes 

. (82) 

J r k ,)T k ~T k . ,)T ] 
3 = - 1.: 31 ~~ + 32 O)x2 . + .. 33 ,)x3 

The arr~ of nine numbers 
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ku_ k12 kl3 

[ kij] = "k2l k22 k23 

k3l k32 k33 

1s called the thermal conductivity .tensor and is a _second-rank · 

tensor. 

The actual nl.Uilbers which go into this a:i:Ta;y depend on how 

(83) 

the (orthog~) axes._;_~ x2; ~ are ·chosen rlth -reepe~~ to. the 

natural-axes of the crystal. This tensor~ however, represents a· 

plzy'sical property of the cry-stal., ·andhenc.e values· of the conductiVity 

1il a given direction do not ~pend ~ the coordinate e.xes to which 

this direction or the tensor are referred. 

Fbr those not too familiar with the concept of a tensor,: it 
. . - . 

can be regarded as a generalization of the concepts -of scalar and 

vector (l22b). A s.ceJ.ar (()tbrank tensor) doesn't depend; on 

d1~ction and has no subscripts on its. single component. A vector· 

{first-rank tensor) is determin~ by. or is related to one direction 

and its .components have 911e subscript. A secand•rank tensor~. such 

.as [k1J] , is connected. -rlth two directions and bas two subscripts. _ 

· For example~ [k11 J_ is connected lrlth the d_irectians of the vectors 
· ~ · ~ · dT ·JT <iT : 

i, ":' · (J i-' J 2' J 3 . and ~ T = (;r-, dX , ;;sx )._ Higher-rank -tensors 
apJie'U' as extensions of the above fd.eas~ A ~or is_ . rigorously 

defined by transformation ·relations such as· equations 89, ~o,_ and 

91 given belmr. 

Our interest is in the symmetry of the. thermal conducti vicy 
.. . ' . 

tensor, ie., whether k1J = kji" There is nothing a priori which 

requires a tensor to be symmetric,· although many second-rank ones, 

such· as 'the magnetic or eJ..ectric suscept~bility tensors,· are ·· 
. . 

symmetric. However, the .el~etrical. conductivity in a '1118gnet1c 

field (Hall effect) and the lieat conductivity in a magnetic field . 

. (Ri$hi-:Leduc effect) are represented by non-sYmmetric second-rank 

tensorS. See 5ect1on VIII. C' •. 

(f-3 '-J .. _, ' 
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. B. The TIP Equations 

It can be shovn quite ~traightforwa.rdly (63f) tbat 

. \ 1 ~T-
TCJ = · LJi. ( .. T ;x> 

. . . . 1 

and therefore . the linear· laws ar~ 

.. \ ~~T 
~i = ... L T dXJ 

Campar~ equation 85 with equation ·82, one obtains 

Li.J = TkiJ . 

Thus the ORR will be experimental.ly verified if experiment shows 

[ kiJ] :0 be. symmetric. 
. . . 

It is interesting to note tnat equation 85 is a consequence 

. (.64) 

(85) . 

(86 )' 

of the assumptions of: the TIP tru;ory. · Since it is of· the same. form 

~-the generSlized form of fourier's law (equation 82), equati~n 85 
cS.n be ·regarded as a derivation of Fourier's law trom more basic 

. . 
· the~c princip1es. 

It ~ well be asked at this point, does the. TIP hypothesis 

of ·linear equations actua.ily yield a proper representation ~f 

conduction phenomena'l. ·For example, 11' equat~on 85 is re&J..cy va:I;-:i..tl. 

·ana.· if the temperature gradi~ts (aT~x1 ). are changed 1n s~gn, . 

then e.l.l the J1 should change sign but the .value of the conductivity. 

should remain the same. If this were not observed, the. fonn of 

equation 85 could .not be valid, and pe~haPs a representation with 

terms iri . .d'4r/;Jxt~.xJ. or ~;·· )2 would· be necesSe.ry. · This quest.ion . 

(ie., whether the thermal c!nductivity tens~r.is "ceqtrosymmetric") 

was tested. experimentall¥ on an appropriate crystal (tourmaline, . . 

point symrnetey c3v>;. ~n the sign' of the gradients wU . ~- the 

flows were. revereed and the conductivity !!,!· found to .be the same 

(86, 147, 151)' •. An appropriate crystal is one whose point srmmetry 
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·* does not already have a center of symmetry. 

c. Properties of the Thermal Conductivity_Tensor 

As noted earlier, the numerical values of the entrie~ in [kij] 

depend on the choice of axes. If the axes -coincide. with the crystal 

axes, insofar as this-is possible, the tensor·may take simpler forms. 
. . . . . . . . . 

To obtain a better background for· the discussion of the experiments, 

a very simple procedure for working out these forms is summarized 

·below (160). 

Consider a.· set of orthog.~:>n~l axes ~~ x2, x
3

• If we wish to 

change to a new set of orthogonal axes ~' ~ ·x2 ' , x3' with the same 

origin, then the new axes in terms of the old-are given by 

x' 
i 

~here aij is the cosine of the angle between the new axis xi' and 

(87) 

· the old-' axis x j; · i ;e., its_ direction cosine. - The aij can for 

~onvenience be put into an array .of nine components (not a tensor): 

X 

all al2 al3 
(88) x' 

a21' a22 a23 

a31 a32 a33 

' . 
The transformation of the.components of the tensor upon the 

transformation of axes is directly related to these direction cosines 

aij• _Thus the components of a first-rank tensor (vector)~~ (p1, p2, p
3

) 

transform as 

*There are 21 such point symmetries out of the 32 total. Of these 

there are 14 (inc~uding c3v) for which a third-rank term in the direction 

of one of the convention~ll coordinate axes_ change's sign when th~ temperature 

gradient in that direction changes sign, and would thus cause different 

heat conductivities in the f'o1vard and reverse direct1011s. 
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of a ·secolid•rank tensor suc:h ·as .. (k1JJ as 

ki_J = I _ailaJmklm 
. l,m 

_and .of_ a third~_rank tensor_ TiJk as 

- T' L . T 
· iJk =_ l,m,ri 8il6jm~ lmn · 

a.nd ·SO on. -

(89) 

(90) 

(91) 

Consider for emmpl.e, a crystal which haS onl¥· a fourfold 

-axiS Of Symmetry ··( c4) 1 a.D.d _let the x
3 

WdS be the Cry'Stall.OgraphiC 

principal axis~ The l_kijJ, as far as we know at this point, has · 

the general form of expression 83. SupP6se. now the e.Xes are rotated 

one f~ of the way around the x
3 

axis. The table of direction -

-cosines/for this transformation can be _seen to _be . - -

0 -1 0 

'l 0 0 

0 0 1 

The new ki2 is by simple · calculation from equati~ 90 found to be 

. . - . . 0 . 
. But a rotation of the axes by 90 . really hasn • t changed anything 

(92) 

·_since the crystal has 11 ·fourfold ax1~; · -· · ·its properties must be 

unchanged by a _symmetry operat:iim •. The nev comporients must therefore 

be the s:&me as ~ old, and hence ki2 = k12• . By equation 92 

( - . ~. 
,,, ~~ .j -.- t, 8 

-. .1 

(93) 
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In a similar ~ 

and 

ot course, a system with a fotirfold axis automatically bas .. a 

twofold axis, but the. ~culations reproduce e~tion 95. i'or 

(94) 

. (95) 

this example no other symmetry operations remain~ Thus a 

consideration of the symmetry properties of the crystal has. reduced 

the f~rm of the general tensor expression 83 to this ~ch ·simpler 

form 

ku kl2 ° 
-kl2 kll 0. 

0 0 . k33 

(96) 

The-more symmetrical the cr.ys~, the greater is this s1mpl.1ficat1on. 

In ~he example it is seen that c6ns1dera~1ons of geometrical 

symmetry alone have resulted in 
. . 

(97) 

quite independently of any possible .existence of·tbe ORR's. 
. . 

It turns out. that ~l the orthor~bic (C2v~ D2, D2h)~ all 

the cubic (T, Td, Th, O, ~), and certa.1n:,trig0118l (D3, C3~ D3d ), 

h~gonal. (D6, c6v, D3h, D6h), and tetrasonal_ (D4, c4v' D2d, ~h) 
crystal classes satisfy · 

k1J. = kji . (98) 

. for~ 1 and j bY _seometrical S;(!liD!?tq considerations al.one. 

Therefore a test of the· ORR's must c~ from. consideration ot the 

·sc3 

~. 
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remaining classes; namely, the triclinic (c1, Ci), monoclinic {c2, 

cs'· c2h), e.nd these of the trigonal (c3,. c31):, tetragonal (c4, s4, c4h), 

and hexagonal (c6, c3h, c6h) classes. 

The simplest_non-trivial cases are those of the above trigonal, 

tetragonal, and hexagonal· systems, all of which have exactly the same 

form of tensor; namely, expression 96. Henceforth only crystals with 

this type of tensor will be considered. Clearly, it can be symmetric 

only if k12 = o. · Thus if experimep.t shows that k12 does equal zero, it 

has been shown that the ORR are experimentally satisfied for that crystaL 

D. The Experiments Qf Soret and Voigt 

The experiments carried out to determine whether [kij] is symmetric 

are interesting and rather clever. 

Sor.et's experiments (143,. 144, 146) are all based ·on heating a point 

of a thin crysta~ plate. Heat will flow away from this point, and the 

temperature gradient will give rise to a family of isothermals. In an 

isotropic crystal these isothermals are circles; iri anisotropic systems, 

the isothermal lines are ellipses in general (13, 25, 122c,· 145, 156). 

First, consider a thin plate very large in extent (or alternativelY 

stirrounded by a ~:bcu.lar bounding surface of highly con<lucting material) 
. . 

·which is. cut perpendicular to the principal axis (x
3

") of a crystal whose 

tensor is like expression 96 (144). In this case, it can be shown that on 

heatingthe center, the resulting isothermals are always circles. If the 

tensor is syrmnetric, the flow of heat will be in straight lines away from 

the center; if not, the heat will flow a.vay in spirai.s (Fig. 4) (13, 25, 

122c, 156). Sup;pose now a very thin sector is cut out of the plate. If 

the tensor is not symmetric, the spiral heat flow wi~ result in an 

accumulation of heat on one side of the cut and a loss on the other. One 

would thus find a temperature difference between the two sides. 

Soret (144) observed no" such difference. The analogous experiment for 

electrical conductivity in a magnetic field (Hall effect) where 

k12 I 0 was suggested independently by Boltzmann (9) and carried 

out by Ettinghausen and Nernst (49)• . 
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I 

Secondly, consider heating on an edge a very large but thin rectangular 

piece also cut perpendicular to the principa.}. axis. In this case, spiral 

~eat flow results in isotherms which ar~ not SYmmetric about the heating 

~oint (143, 144). The effect is magnified by sawing such a piece in 

half, rotating one of the halves about an axis perpendicular to the saw 

cut, but leaving a small space between the pieces, "and heating a point 

in the crack between the two pieces (Fig. 5). When the appropriate 

. crystals were used, Soret observed no discontinuity iri the isotherms 

(143, 144). 

The isotherms are made visible in this way (161): the plates are 

covered with a thin layer of melted wax which is allowed to solidify~ When 

the point is heated, the·wax will melt in the region.where the temperature 

is higher than its freezing point.. The boundary line between melted and 

solid wax is the isothermal corresponding to the freezing temperatUre. 

When the melted wax is allowed to cool, this isothermal becomes visible 

as a raised edge. 

Third, consider a large·thin piece this time cut parallel to the 

principal axis. If the plate is heated at an interior point near the 

middle, the heat flow results in elliptical isotherms which are unsymmetric 

with respect to that diameter which is parallel to the principal axis 

(144, 146). By means of ·the wax technique, the isotherm is made visible and 

is viewed with an ocular ~rometer. Upon rotating the sample 1809 about 

the heati~g point, Soret foUnd that deviations from perfect symmetry 

appeared to be about l/4oth of the diameter (146). However, such 

.. deviations were also observed with isotropic substances where no such 

dissymmetry could OGCUfne Since the diameter is inversely proportional· 

to the square root of/conductivity along the principle axis, he concluded 

that for crystals of gypsum, dolomite, erythrite, and.apatite, the tensor 

was .symmetric .within his experimental erro:t ( 5%) . 

. Voigt's experiment (155), suggested also by P. ~ie (30}, is more 

direct.and more accurate. Suppose a fixed temperature.difference is applied 

to the·ends of a long, narrow, and·thin plate of a crystal whose tensor is 

like expression 96. Let the axis ~ be along the length, x2 along the 

~dth, and the principBl axis x
3 

be per~endic~ar to the plate (Fig. 6). 
The solution of the bm.mdary value problem 1.s independent of the 
symmetry of the tensor and shows that the heat flows only along ~. 

Hence for this c.ase ,...,...1 
.~ 
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Jl=-k ~-·k... ~ 
. 11 c)~ -l.2 ~~ 

O.= J2 = + kl2 $~·-·kll ~~ 

.o = J3 = • k dT 
33 c)~ 

Consequently from. the· expressiOn for J
2
, one obtains 

· o)T ~T · lk. 
~''d x.. = ~at -u = tan a. 

2 . .1 

(99). 

(100) . 

where a is the angle which the isothermal straight 1~ makes with 

the norm&l.. to the line of heat flaw (see Fig~ 7). By meai1s of the 

melting wax technique, an isothermal. is located. If this l.ine is 

inclined awa;y from the normal., then the tensor is not &~Y~JD~~Stric, and . . . 

the ratio of k12 to ~ is given b,y equation 100. 

Owing to possible heat l.osses· from the edges, it is more precise 
- . 

to use Voigt's "twin plate" method. The plate is sawed 1n bal.f 
. . 

along the. ~ axis, one piece is rotated about the ~ axis, and the 

two piec;.es are clamped· together. U the tensor is asyminetric; the 

_isotherms will have the form shOwn in. Fig~ 8. One meaelires the 

ang1e· ~at the" common edge near_ the middle, which avoids any_ distortion 

due . to losses at the edges or due to end effects. The angle a is 

( 90° ~ (~/2)] •· Voigt (i55) found that for suitabl.e crystals of 

apatite and ·dolomite, the lines were straight and perpendicular to 
0 . 

x1 • More.· precisely, ~ was l8o with an error of not Jl1()re. than tour 
millutes (i.e.,·< 0.037 pe.r cent). Therefore,· a is .less than 2' ,· and 

. This _value implies that k12 = 0 to less than 0.05 per cent ~ 

consequently that the tensor !! ~ic. 
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E. Reply to Ce.simir' s ObJection 

An objection to ·the conclusions drawn frcm ·these experiments 

· bas been raised by Casimir (26, 1220.); namely, that the individu&.l 

heat flows are not observable physical quanti ties,. but ·only their 

divergence (net flow) is. :Consequently one could add a di vergence• 

tree tensor [ diJ] . to. [ kiJ] w1 thout altering ~ observable 

quantity. A sufficient condition for a divergence-free tensor is 

that it be anti-symmetric, i.e.,. of the form (for second rank) · 

0 dl2 ~3 

-dl2 0 d23 

~d13 -d23 ° 
Now it can be easily shown that a non-symmetric tensor can be split 

up tnto the sum of a symmetric. and an anti-symmetric tensor, and 

conversely, the addition of an anii•aymmetric tensor to·a symmetric 

On.e yie~ a non;.symmetric tensor. Therefore it was argued that 

nothing can be determined about. the symmetry properties of the thenn&l 
- . 
c~cti vi ty tensor from the experiments cited be~e only the 

divergence is observable and becaUs~ the addition of the antisymmetric 

_· . [ dij 1 could ma1te the sum . [ dij + _kiJ ) non-syuunetric 1rrespecti ve of 
whether [ k1J ] is symmetric. · · · · · · 

. . 
· Ho\(ever, ·it should be n~ted. that the solution of the boundary 

value problem is independent of. the tensor's symmetry or lack of 

it ( 25). ~refere the' form of equations . 99 is valid whether or not 

a divergenc~~ tensor is added. But in Voigt's experiments (as 

also 1n Soret's),. no flow is measured. The observable is the isothermal 

line,· not a divergence,- and Casimir's objection is not relevant. ' Thus 

one concludes that the above experiments do exactly what they were 

designed to doJ. tee. 1 test the asymmetry of the conductivity tensor. 
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It might be mentioned that the same type of exper~t.s were 

· successful in shoving the non-symmetrical cb8racter .of the Ball . 

tensor ( 49). 

We conclude .that soret•s and-Voigt's.expertme~ts have shown 

that [kiJ). is symmetric, and thus by equation 86 the ORR's are 

verified experimentally for heat conducticm,. 1n anisotropic solids. 

VIII. Thermo- and Galvanomagnetism 

We conclude our deta.Ued review of the .experimental evidence 

for the ORR vith a discus~ion of galvan~tic· and tbemomagnetic 

effect~ (ll, .24, 85, llla),. ·which ordinarily are not too well knovn to. 

chemists. The most tam{liar one is the Hall effect, but there are a 

·1arge number which could btl· defined (51, 54)~· We . sba.ll be F.imarily 

interested in the Ettinghausen and Ettingbausen-Ne:nlst ef't'ects, because 

these together with the thermal conducti""ty can be related to each other 

by ail ORR. The relation was or1g1na.l.ly derived by Bridgman (16o) 

· in .an· incorrect way, ana.logous to:' the one used by Kelvin· to ~eri ve 

equation 20. 

A. The General TIP Equ8.t1ons for 'l'hermo .. e;a.lvanomagnetism 

1. TC7 

In the general case· of simultaneous heat and electrical. 

. flov in· a magnetic field,: 1 t is necessary to considei." all 

three ·coordinSte directions. For this case 1 t can· .be 

shown (21, 22, 23,.511 52, 53, 63g, llO) that Ta may·be 

written in vector form as 

(101) 

where ! = -~ ~~· ! is the ·electrical ~nt, and bold 

face represents vectors. In component form, equation 101 

is 

Tl7 i:a J G · + J G. + J G + lxix + IYi" + IzEz ·(102) XX yy· ZZ ., 

s c3 ·:s1 
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where G· = TJsl/T) = - ; ~ and E = • ~ , etc. It 
X . X ·~· ax X (YX 

sllou].d be noted that ! ~ be employed only in the ce.ee 

of a ·metal. Otherwise a term involVing the chemical part 

.of the electron chemical potential is req~ (21, 22, 

231 51, 521 53, 54) •. It· is interesting .to note that the 

masnetic. field does not appear explicitly in these equations. 

2. . ·The Linear LB.ws and ORRs 

In the standard way, the flows ~·be written as a ljnear 

tunction of ~e ·forces. It is c~venient to write them 

in veCtor and tensor form as follows 1 

l=L l?.+L G ;,. ee;.~. eq-

i=L E+L G . . qe- qq-

wbe.re Q = T ~ (~). The L's are ~e~ly second-rank 

. tensors and are fUnctions of the ~tic induction B. 

(103) 

In particular, Lee is the ·electrical conductivity (Hall) 

tensor, L is the heat conductivity tensor, and· tbe·L 
.. "' . ~ 
and L are ·related to longitudi.nal. and transverse thermo-

. . ~ . . . . . 

electric effects 1n a magnetic field. 

The oRRs fQr this case are given 1n component form by 

equation 10. In tensor form they become 

L (B) = Lt (··B) 
·ee,.,. ee -

. . t . 
L (B) = L (-B) 
qq #V . qq -

L (B) = Lt. (-B) eq,.,. . qe ,.,. 

We.re the dagger refers to thE:l t~eposed tensor. The 

need for the transposed notation ·to express the ORR& is 

seen.by writing out equat1on'lo3 in component form. 

(104) 
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3• A More Convenient Form 

a. The Tnmeformed Linear laws 

Experimentally . 1 t is more convenient to deal w1 th 

currents and temperature gradients:, and. therefore the use · 

of.! and .2 .as independent variables wll1 simplify the 

defini tiona of the .effects of interest. The desired 

equations. · 

.E = ... (105) 
·, 

J= ... 
are ol?tained . by wri tilig equations 103 1n . component form, 

solving. for the cpmponents 'ot b and collecting the proper 
. . . 

terms. Alternatively, the inveralon could be carried 
. . -

Out by matrix methods (23). 

Suppose. that the ~rimental, conditions are such 

tbat B is parallel to the z axis and that I and G are 
... . .· ... ... 

restricted to the x;t plane •. Then in cOmponent form 

equation 105 is written 

b. The Transformed ORRe 

'(lo6) 

When the ORRs (equations 104) ·are applled to the 

·expressions for ~J 1n tenns of .the Iu1 it 1s found that 

. ·i .(B) = Jt (-B) · . . . . 
ee ee 

·1 (B) = pr (·B) (107) 
. qq ""'qq 

j . (B) = .. of (-B) 
eq ""qe 
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Conversely· the· validity· ~f equati~ 107 implies the 

validity.of equations-104. ·Equations 107 are· therefore 

the ORRs tOr ·the linear laws l-05·.. ·. ~ · 

B •. The. Isotropic Metal· 

1. FQ:nn of the Tensor With and Without the Field 

Cons.ider an isotropic metal •. In the absence of. a field; 

it can be shown. by the same kind of geometrical symmetry 

a.rguraents .uaed 1n SectiOn VII that the tensor of -equations . 

106 haS the f'orm 

iu Q 1:1.3 0 

lu 
.• 

113 0 C) 

j(B=O) = 
131 o· ~3 0 

. (108) 

0 ~ ·0 . 133. 

· where 1
11 

is the resis~ce, 1
33 

the themal conductivity, 

and 11.
3 

and· 131-are related to the absolute thermoelectric 
. . . . . - . respectively 

power and the absolute Peltier coefficient~ . For example, 

for the junction of two isotropic metals a and b, 

)_ a ·lb ( . ) · 
" = 31- 31 122e. • . 

Suppose now that a magnetic field is directed along 

. the z axira as ~ 1n Fig.· 9. Theri in a sense the metal 
is no longer isotropic, since· z 1s nov a unique direction. 

However there is. still iSotropy in the xy pl.ane• Since 

systems w1 th a three•, four-, or sixfold z axis are also . 

isotropic 1n the xy ·plane, the four pieces of]t 1 , ·. . ~ 

/!..qq' 4q' and {e·· each. take exact_ly· the same fom. as 
expression 96, with the z(=x

3
) components omitted. Th~ 

}_(B) = 

lu 112 J13 114 

-112 )11 -114 113 

.131 .. j41 .l33' ~ 

41· 131 -~4 ~3 

(109) 
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~ca~e of' the isotropy ( 21, ·51, 54, 79l.112, 114, l41 
·snd.134 must be odd tunctions .of B, i.e.,·~J(-B) = --::{j(B), 

and .111, l 33, -4_3, and_~ _must 'be ~ functions of B, 
i.e., .i (·B) ~ 1_ ·(B). · ee ee 
. . 

2. The Onsager Relations . · 

Owing· to the assumed symmetry, a nUmber of the OJUits a.re · 

redundant. However there are still _two independent ones 

arising from the leq and .iqe p~ec~s of 1. · FrOm eq~tion~; 107 

and be_eause 113 a.nd ~ are even and 114 and 141 are _odd, 
one finds that - · 

4
3
(B) = - 1

31
_(-B) = ~ 131 (B) 

i.14(B) = -14.1(-Bf= .{_1 (B) 

The Bridgman equation is relate~ to equation lll and 

equation 110 is the Kelvin th8rmoe1ectric equatioo for 

. ·. absolute Peltier and· trumnoelectric coefficients 1n a 

magnetic fiel.d ( 85 ) • · 

c. Ex,perim.ental Definitions of the Desired Effects 
. . . 

(110) 

(lll) 

The Bridgman equation relates the Ettiilgbausen and Ettingha.usen-

Nernst effects to· the thenDal conductivity._ By means of_ Fieschi's · 

~rin1 tiona_ (51, 54), the desired. . ~oeff:1c1ents are given "in terms ot 
the J1j without apPeal ·to the ·ORRs. Other definitions (21, 22,. 23, 

85, 110) are the same except. for ·fi!ign or a factor B. 

The (isothermal) therma.J. c~d.Uctivity k1 is defined as 

-J J 
.. X X 

ki = :5T =. ro. ·' 
-. JL 
~X 

and·b,y equations 109 

ki = 1.33/T 

I=I=G=O 
X y 'f 

(112) 

(113) 
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The def1n1 tion is clearly the same it ~ choO$!!. the y -direction. 

The label "isothermal" is necessary because an· "adiabatic" heat 

_conductivity ee.n be defined for which Ix = 1), = JY = 0 (21:, 22, 23, 

51, 54, 85, 110). . . . . . . . . . .. 

The Ettlngbausen effect is the ·appearance or a ~rature 
gradient ·ill· the y direction vben a current flows in the x direction. 

. t . 
Tbe Ettingbe.ueen coefficient P . is 

. -TCi 
pt ; '~i/~y) =· rZI I = J = G D 0 (114) 

X. X Y. y X 

(115) 

. ·' 

The Ettinghausen-Nernst effect. is the. appearance .of a potential 

gradient fu the y directiOn when heat fl.mnJ in the x direction. The 
. . "t . 

(isothermal). Ett~en-Nernst. cOefficient ~ is ·defined as .. 

E · E 
. Qi ~ rr·=. •. 4 , . _I¥= Iy·= Gy ·= 0 (ll6) 

JX X 

whence 

t ilL: 

Q.1 = .--i-
Although pure heat conductioii in a. ~etic field. is not a. 

part of the Bridgman equatiQn1 it is of interest beeause ~f its 

conne.ction. wi tb tlle discussion of Section VII. The Rif!)l.i•Laduc 
. . . 

(117) 

effect 1s the appeara.nc·e of a tem:Penture .. gradient in the y direction 
. . . . .. 

when beat flows ~ 1n -the. :x: direction. The appro;Priate coefficient 

s is defined by 

Ix=I =J =0 . y y . (ll8) 
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. ,.. whence 

(119) 

But this derinition corresponds exactly to Voigt's.experiment (VII D), 

S being .the .tano: of equation 100. Thus s., the measure of the asymmetry 

of the heat conductivity tensor in a magnetic field, can be determined 

by same technique used to show the s,rmmetry of the tensor in the 

absence of the fi~ld. 

D~ The Bridgman Relation and the Experimental.EVidence· 

From equations 113, 115, and. 117, it 1~· immediate that 

(120) 

. (121) 

If the ORR (equation lll:) is v~id, then the :SridgJDan ~lation 

p~i= ~ (122) 

is 'va.l.id. Conversely, the validity of the Bridgman relation entails · 

the vaiidi ty of f 14 =;o.14l" t · 
. . . . . . ·. t .. p ki 

In table 13 are the values of Qi. and-y- (11, lila, 142). 

Uhfortunately the experiments are quite difficult, and the results 

<Ut't'er f:i:-Qm sample t9 sampl~ as was found in the thermoeleCtric 

and electrokinetic c8ses. Except for Little's measurements on 

arsenic· (95 ), there ·are no was wru;re a.ll three measurements 

· vere done on the same sample ( 142). In most of the entries in the 

ta~le the thermal conductivity was the one not direc~ly measured. 

Perhaps for. these reasons' the ORR (equation 111) 1s not satisfied 

quite as well as in the previous emmples. Optimistically it could .. 

be sai~ that considering the difficulty of the experiments and their 

~ttendant errors, the ORR is satisfied, es~cially. since the only 
. . 

really appropriate case (Little's a.rsenic data) gives almost perfect 

agreement~ Pess1mis~ical;lY it could be said tbat the validity of 

l I GO 
t::.· _.~V 
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the ORR is quite probable, but awaits a series of precise· measurements . 

. on·s1ngle samples for verification. 

· It should be emphasized that only one ·or.· the ORRs is tested by 

the Br1~ equation.·. The other one, 1
13 

= -j
31

., is strictly 

analogous to equation 20 and inust be checked through longitudinal 

thermoelectric and Peltier measurements ~n a transverse magnetic 

field. Although a few such measUrements have been made, there are 

no recent ones (85)~ The comparison of Peltier heats an~ thermo

electric powers obtained b,y different workers are discordant, and 

there seemJ. to be only the measurements of HoUlllwegue ( 8o) on iron 

1h which both experiments . were done on the same sample ( 24a, lllb). 

Here the agreement was within 5 per cent. 
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Table 13 

Test of the Bridgman Relation 

. 12 Piti 
101~ X ~t 

Ptk 
10 x- ~i%ri 

Substance . .T .. References 

_Ag 2.2 1.8 1.22 (1.34) (154) 

. Al .60 .42 1.43 (1.8) (154) 

As 22.0 ' . 22.5 .98 (95) 

Au 1.2 1.8 .66 (.67) (66) 

·Bi 2200 2340 • 94 (2.9) (162) . 

Cd ·9 1.2. -75 ( .76) (154) 

Co 22 .• 0 "21.9 1.00 (66) 

Cu 2 1.9 1.05 . (. 76) (154) 
·n .86 (67) 

Fe 8.6 9·5 ·91 (.88) (154) 

Ni 22.0 3().4 -72 (3.~) .(66) 

Pd 4.00 . 3-26· 1.23 (.82) . (66•). 
II 1.23 (67) 

Sb .. 220-.. · 17.6 1.25 ( .66) (162) 

Zn 1.00 . ·13 1.37 ·. ( 4. 2) . (154) 
. a 

PbSe-1 6.2 2.3 2.7 (133) 

PbSe-28 4.5 4.5 1.00 (133) 
a PbTe-1 19 13 1.46 (133) 

PbTe~28 3-5 3·5 1.00 (13_3) 

Pit/T 8.nd. Qt 
1 

are .~ volts/(!JiJ.uss deg~ The data and referenc:s ar~ . 

primarily taken from Borelius' collection (11)., The values of P ki/~T 

. in, parentheses are from a similar collection by Meissner (llla). A crude 

calculation of ~1/~4 from the adiabatic quantities for Fe_ and N1 (20) 

give the values • 28 and • Z7 respectively. 

a.... t t . 2 2 . -1 . ·1 .. 
:1·ne units of P k1/T and ~ are in 10 em sec deg • The -heat 

conductivities were estimated from a Peltier.h.eat" measurement. 
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IX. Cases with Mee.ger or ~conclusive Evidence 

We have discuSsed in some detail above six quite different· 

types of. irreversible phenomena. There are two more for which the 

evi.dence is meager· or inconclusive and which Will be mentioned very briefly. 

A.· Chemi.cal Reactions 

The first case, chemical reactions, is the only common one 

where the linear laws do not bold in a usefUl range of deviS.tions 

froBi equilibrium. Consequent~, the eypothes_es of the -t'undamental 

assumption: (TIB3) is. not satisfied. However, sufficient~ close 

t~ equilibrium 1 t would be expected that 11near laws should be valid, 

and this was in fact shown by Prigogine, Ol.lter, and Herbo (131). 

Renee near equilibrium, a test of the· ORRs becomes meaningf'u.l. The 

. first non:..t:r1 vi&l. ORR comes from a consideration of a triangular . 

. chemica.l reaction s~tem (32b, 125), and it can be shown that the 

~ORR is equivalent to the well accepted principle of ·detailed balance 

(32b1 125). ·It ca.t:l also be shown that ·if the ORR (detailed balance) 

· is not satisfied, then suCh a reaction system will exhibit oscillations 
. . 

in the concentrations of 1 ts componen~A as it comes to equilibrium. 

(But see the ~ecent· discussion 1n (1,/ 69, .74, 141) ). The experimental 
., 

studies of -this phenomem.1. hoWever have been· inconclusive (aA,' :J.40..).."and 

the question is st111 open fran ·an experimental· standpoint·. 

B. Thermomechanical Effects 

The second case i~ ~e interaction of heat and matter flows in 

.a one-component system (62, 63h, 132b). The two.experimental effects 

are the thermom.olecUlar pressure difference (TPD) and the mechanocaloric 

effect (MCE), and are defined . as follows ( 132b) : Consider a one

component fluid in two vessels connected by a slit or capillary. 

If there is a temperature difference between the vessels, a flow 

J will result and a pressure difference will be set up. In the . m . 
steady state,_Jm = o, and the quantity (dP/dT)J =O is the TPD. 

m 

., 
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A related quantity is the amount of heat Jq necessary to maintain . 

the system at constant temperature when the fluid· is· for.ced through 

the slit by a pressure difference. This quantity, (J /J )T 
0

, is 
q m = 

the MCE. It can be shown (132b)·that 

(~) 
J =0 m 

Q*21 
=-

TV (123) 

(124) 

where Q*1j(heat of transfer)= Lij/L22 •. Sinc~·dPidT can be obtained from 

:~·-·,_.,.1 vapor preas~e measurements and Q*12 from ·calorimetric measurements, it is 

possible in principle to verify the.QRR. The first·measurements of these 

quantities were carried out on liquid lie II by Kapitza (91) and Meyer and 

Mellink (115) who stated, without givin8 numerical comparison§J, that to . . * * . . . . 
within a few per cent Q12 = ~l {and thus L:tz = · L21 ). More recent data, 

obtained by Brewer and Edwards (15A) from 1.1 to ·1~7~ are shown in Fig. 10. 
* * . Clearly Q12 and ~l are equal within about 5 - 8 per cent, which is the 

scatter of the data for each type of experiment~ 

X. Assessment 

· By means of the data in the .fore~oing sections,. it has been· possible 

to check the validity of the ORRs. The res.ults may be summarized as follows: 

For thermoelectricity, electrokinetics, isothermal diffUsion, and anisotropic 

heat conduction, the experimental checks are sufficiently good·that the validity 

of the ORRs i·s practically· unquestionable. With electrolytic transference, 

most systems check pretty well; i.e., wit~in about 10 per c;ent. In the remain

ing ones the .. experimental errors are too ·large ~o .Yield a significant test, even 

though.equations 67 and 68 are satisfied within these errors. In the thermo

galvanomagnetic case, the Bridgman relation is nicely verified for the only 

system where· all the quantities were measured on'the same sample. With the other 

systems, the values of 1 41/114 are more scattered but still reasonably close 

to 1, i.e., 1 ± o. 5. Because it is most likely that the scatter is a result 

of not doing all measurements on the same sample, validity of the ORR (equation 

111} ~ be accepted with considerable confidence. With the thermamechanical 

effects the exPeriment$1 test is very good, but there are data for only one 

system. Finally, for chemical reactions, the evidence is inconclusive. 

~ .. 1_ J 6~ 



In view of the above, ·the reviewer concludes that the 

experimental evidence is overwhelmingly in favor·or the validity of the 

ORR's. Moreover ·this experimental- check.. of the ORR is at the same time 

.. a· proof of both the essential correctness of the linear! ty assumption 

and the adequacy of the thermo~ic description of these irreversible 

phenomena. 

It would of course be desi~ble to have 8ome t'U.rt_her_. experiments 

to ClinCh the argument in those cases vhere experimental errors were·· 

especj..all,y large. The following are. suggested2 · (a) Accurate Hittorf 

(or moving boundary) and cell transference number measurements in 

relatively concentrated solutions of ve~ ele~trolytes such as CdBr2; 

because of ion ~sociation ~2 and ~l wUl be· significantly larger. 

· (b) A se-ries of measurements by modern techniques of ·the :thi-ee thermo-
. . 

galvanomagnetic coefficients and of the longitudinaJ. P~tier heats o,nd . . 

thermoelectric powers in a transvers~ field to check equations 110 and 

lll ·reepecti vely; all quanti ties to be determined on the .!!!!!!!. sample. 

Sinc.e semi•_conductors often have large galvanotliagnetic effects, such 

systems woUld be most suitable. (c) Some direct calorimetric measurements 

of the heat of transport to compare w1 th the value obtained .from- the 
. . 

thennomolecU.J.ar pressure difference an systems other than Helium II. 

Both measurements of course should be made using_ the same diaphragui. 

(d) 4 careful reinvest19-tion "ot th8 que&tion. of oscillating "concentrations 

1n triangular_Chemical reactions • 

. . I wo~ "like to thank m,y colleagues D. F. Abell and M. w. Natharuf 

tor their generous help with various sections of the manuscript. 

-· 
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Fig. l. Schematic diagram of thermocouple. The terminals 

of a potentiometer (Seebeck effect) or battery 
I 

(Peltier effect) are at x and x • 
. 0 0 
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MUL-6931 

Fig. 4. Circular plate cut perpendicular to the axis x
3 

heated at center 0. If the tensor 96 is not 

symmetric heat flow (dotted lines) will be in spirals. 
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A 
MUL-693Z 

Fig. 5. Thin plate of crystal cut perpendicular to the principal 

axis x
3 

and sawed in ~alf. One half is rotated with 

respect to the other about an axis perpendicular to the 

saw cut. Thus originally edges A and A' were continuations 

of each other. 'l'he two plates are separated by a small . 

space so no heat is transferred from one plate to the other. 

The plates are heated at 0, and if the tensor 96 is asymmetric, 

the isotherms will exhibit a discontinuity. 
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•• 
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Fig. 6. Sche~tic diagr~ of the Curie-Voigt experiment. The 

principal axis x
3 

comes out of the paper. If the 

tensor 96 is asymmetric, the isothermal lines far from 

the region of end effects will be inclined away from 

the normaJ,. · (dotted line) to the direction of heat f!Low. 
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Fig. 1~ Expanded ·drawing of isothermals to show how a is related 

to the thermal gradients •. .Since (dT/~x1 ) = (T'' - T' )/d1 = 
AT/(d

2 
tan a) and AT/~x~ = AT/d2, clearly 

(aT )/( ;tr ) -= tan a 
. ax2 8xl 
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Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of Voigt's twin plate experiment. 

If the tensor 96 is not symmetric, the isothermals 

will form a V symmetric along the ~ axis with an 

interior angle ~. If symmetric, the isothermals are 

perpendicular to the x1 axis. 
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Fig. 9· Schematic diagram of an isotropic metal in a magnetic 

field. The field is directed along the z axis, and x 

is chosen as the direction of the primary currents. 

The metal is isotropic only in the xy yl&1e in a non

zero field. 
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• Calorimetric 

o dP/dT 

=- ...... . 
o •o o ·q, 

0 

• -~ . 

I. 2 1.4 1.6 I. 8 
TEM-PERATURE ( ° K-) MUL-7696 

* . . Plot of Q .. for liquid He II, adapted from Fig. 3 of ( lSA). 
~ . * . . 

C~osed circles represent 0 12 (calorimetric) and .open circles 

0 21 (dVdT). The ~ercent deviation is from the theoretical 

* calculation of Q .. which is not relevant to this discussion. 
~ . 




